TRIANGULAR

TOOLS

GET SURFACES

INTO SHAPE
AeroSander

™

Large-surface drywall prep is a smoother task with the AeroSander, Wooster’s
high-production sanding tool. Its 9½-inch triangular shape works quickly and
reaches into corners with complete control. Use it with all extension poles,
including Sherlock GT®.
Our high-performance sandpaper works 30% faster
than conventional sandpaper. AeroSander sandpaper
is highly resistant to tearing, curling, or clogging.
Choose 80-, 120-, and 220-grit triangular
sandpaper 6-packs to achieve the ideal
smoothness for any project.
The sandpaper easily connects
and stays securely attached to the
AeroSander base, thanks to the
VELCRO ® brand hook-and-loop
fastener.

AeroDuster

™

Featuring specially treated yarn that captures dust, cobwebs, pet hair, and
fine particles, the AeroDuster is great for ceilings, walls, and floors. The
9½-inch triangular shape is large enough to work quickly, but small
enough to maneuver above doorways, under tables, and into corners.
The AeroDuster utilizes a strong VELCRO® brand hook-and-loop
fastener to remain securely attached to the AeroSander base
whenever the two are pressed together. Shake it out to reuse
again and again—no wetting or washing required.

The 360-degree
pivot joint allows full surface
contact without catching, gouging,
or rolling over.

DUST EATER

™

As the original tool that the AeroDuster™ was based on, the
Dust Eater is an ideal choice for larger cleanup jobs. Its specially
treated yarn is double-sewn into a flexible vinyl backing and gobbles up
drywall dust on walls, ceilings, baseboards, and floors. The 16-inch
triangular shape quickly covers surfaces and still reaches into corners. It also
has a stable 360-degree pivot and won’t flip or roll over. Use the Dust Eater
with no-twist Sherlock GT® extension poles, or any standard
threaded handle. The reusable zip-seal package keeps the
Dust Eater clean during storage.

DUST EATER REFILL
After extended use, the cleaning power of the Dust Eater may be renewed using the
Dust Eater Refill. The drawstrings make it easy to attach to the original Dust Eater base.
When the job is done simply shake out the Dust Eater, no wetting or washing required.

Description
AeroSander
80 Grit 6-Pack
120 Grit 6-Pack
220 Grit 6-Pack
AeroDuster
Dust Eater
Dust Eater Refill

Cat. No.
1801
1802
1803
1811
1807
1800
1805

UPC
0-7149716692-0
16784-2
16785-9
18166-4
17013-2
16295-3
16836-8

Case
Qty.
4
10
10
10
4
2
3

Cubic Ft.
Per Case
.573
.211
.211
.211
.256
.815
.321

Pounds
Per Case
4.22
3.43
3.05
3.05
1.90
4.72
3.51
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